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Rec center bids far below estimates
By Mark Sharp

Other bidders, in ascending order, were Rudolph-I ibbe of Walbridge and
Knowlton Contractors of Bellf ontaine.

In an era of spiraling building costs, the University apparently has emerged
a victor over inflation: Bids for the construction of the new recreation center
are more than one million dollars below original estimates.
Construction probably will be awarded to four separate contractors with the
apparent total $6,804,000, compared to the original University estimate of
$7,761,000, according to University President Hollis A. Moore Jr.
' We'll be approximately $1,150,000 better off than expected, which from ;i
University standpoint is fantastically good." Moore said.

CONTRACTS also will be awarded to Meinhart Electrical Contractors of
Toledo and I.ake Piumbing of Lima. Another contract also will be given for
heating, ventilation and air conditioning services.
According to Moore, the final decisions regardmg contracts will be made
soon.
David J. Neuinan. assistant to the Universitv architect said "the current

"BECAUSE OF the money saved, the University will be able to pick up
virtually all the alternates that were not included in our original estunate."
Moore explained alternates as extra facilities in the structure originally
discarded to cut costs.
He also noted the expected savings will be passed on to the students.
Financing for the center will come from a $27 a quarter facility and general
fee increase, approved by the Ohio Board of Regents last spring.
According to Moore, the estimates are divided into four categories. The
apparent low bidder for the general construction of the facility was Mosser
Construction, Inc. of Fremont with a bid of $4,944,000, according to an official
rrffhn State Ar I--. .. r,
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Board approves Utah execution
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)-The
execution of convicted murderer
Gary Gilmore should take place, the
Utah Board of Pardons ruled
yesterday. Gilmore had told the
panel he "had a fair trial and the
sentence was proper1''

Burris' blast getsmixed response
By Marilyn Dillon
Staff Reporter
Faculty response to statements
made by Bill Burris. Student
Government Association president,
concerning faculty plans, policies
and collective bargaining are mixed.
The statements published in
yesterday's News included Burris'
denouncement of faculty collective
bargaining. Burris also was quoted
as saying that the Faculty Senate
Executive Committee iFSEC) is
"unreceptive to student input and
unrespoasive to student needs."

Although several faculty members
said that because they had not
adequately
studied
Burris'
statements they could not comment,
others did express opinions.
Dr. David C. Roller, associate
professor of history, said "No, I don't
agree with any of it i Burris'
statcmentsl."
Roller said the
Faculty Senate "gave Mr. Burris
over half a meeting" to present his
proposals.
ACCORDING to Roller, students
have not relinquished their influence
and power to the faculty as Burris

general economic climate" was the cause of the high original estimate.
"I.ocal conditions in this coastruction region force contractors to cut their
profit levels in order to get a big business job and steady work for the company ," Neuman said.
Constructor of the recreation center is scheduled to begin early next month
with a target completion date of September, 1978.
When completed, the facility will have two swimming pools. 12 handball
courts, three squash courts, wrestling areas, driving and archery range,
exercise rooms, saunas, first aid rooms, locker rooms and offices.

stated. Faculty, students and administrators have all lost power to
the Board of Trustees and to
Columbus, he said.
Burris was quoted in yesterday's
story' as saying the faculty "want to
give less power to the students while
they take more and more."
Dr. Stuart R. Givens, professor of
history, said "Yes, I do basically
agree (with Burris' statementsi"
Givens said he does not favor faculty
collective bargaining, but added that
FSEC has been responsive to student
input. Givens said that although he is
no longer serving on the FSE«"\ he
does not know that it is less receptive
than in the past.
"Yes, I do believe in collective
bargaining," said Dr. William ('.
Spragens, associate professor of
political science, "because public
employes should have the same
rights as those in the private sector.''
Dr. Jerry Streichler, chairman of
the industrial engineering and
technology department, said he was
surprised to hear that students at this
university thought they were not
being listened to. Streichler said that
he served in Faculty Senate during
the "Kent State years" and the
senate was very responsive to
student input then.
Students are the faculty's clients,
he said, and added that there may be
occasions when some faculty
members need to be reminded of
this. Streichler said Burris posed
some challenging suggestions and
questions and he is interested in what
response they will receive.

He could be executed as early as
next Monday.
The 2-1 vote came after the board
heard nearly two hours of testimony
on the Gilmore case, including a plea
from Gilmore that the state proceed
with his execution by a firing squad
for killing a motel clerk during a
robbery.
Other witnesses at the locally
televised hearing urged clemency,
but were discouraged by board
members from discussing the constitutionality of the death penalty.
Gilmore, who has been fighting for
a quick execution so he does not have
to spend a lifetime in prison,
described Tuesday's proceedings
as'much ado about nothing." When
chairman George I^timer announced the decision, Gilmore sat
calmly and thanked the board.
GILMORE TOLD the board he
neither sought nor deserved
clemency. He said "It's my life and
my death.

"I don't desire anything from you,
I don't deserve anything from you "
Utah County Attorney Noall
Wootton, whose office prosecuted
Gilmore, immediately submitted
papers to trial judge Robert Bullock
to set a new execution date.
Authorities have said the new date,
though up to the judge, could be as
early as next Monday.
However, attorneys for the Utah
branch of the American Civil
liberties Union and lawyers for
other death row inmates indicated
they would go to court to continue
their efforts to stay the execution.
Latimer and Thomas Harrison
voted during an hour-long executive
session of the board not to commute
the sentence, while the third board
member, Harriett Marcus, dissented. She said she wanted the Utah
Supreme Court to decide the constitutionality of the state's death
penalty.
Gilmore, who has been on a 12-day
hunger strike because authorities

will not let him talk to the girlfriend
with whom he entered an apparent
suicide pact, was thin but appeared
alert and healthy.
IN A SIMILAR case, a courtappointed attorney yesterday asked
US. Supreme Court Justice Uwis F.
Powell Jr. to delay the execution of a
convicted Texas murderer who does
not want his scheduled Dec. 10 death
postponed.
Attorney J. E. Abernathy asked
Powell to delay the execution of
Robert Emcell White until a formal
appeal can be made. There was no
indication as to when Powell, who
handles matters from the Fifth U.S.
Circuit Court for the high court, will
decide on Abernathy's request.
In a Nov. 23 letter to the Supreme
Court clerk, White said:
"Mr.
Abernathy is acting against my
express instructions and desire. I
explicitly told him that I did not wish
any federal appeal of any sort
whatsoever."

British propose home rule bill
LONDON
(AP)-Bowing to
growing nationalist sentiment in
Scotland and Wales, the British
government proposed a law
providing a measure of home rule for
the two lands.
Nationalist sentiment is strongest
in Scotland, where the exploitation of
North Sea oil has spurred hopes the
country may one day be politically
and economically independent.
At a press conference coinciding
with publication of what is called the
Devolution Bill, the leader of the
House of Commons, Michael Foot,
stressed that it is aimed at preserving the United Kingdom, made up of
England, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland.
"IFWEDIDNT have devolution of
this nature, the chances of a breakup
of the United Kingdom would be
much greater," Foot said.

The bill, which is expected tt take
up about two-thirds of the year-long
session of Parliament that began last
Wednesday, "devolves" certain
powers to popularly elected regional
assemblies.
The assemblies in Edinburgh and
Cardiff would have legislative power
in such areas as education, local
government, culture, the environment, industrial development,
agriculture and housing.
They would have no revenueraising powers, such as levying
taxes. And the bill makes no mention
of the vast reservoirs of oil off
Scotland's coasts.
The I/>ndon
government maintains North Sea oil
is a national resource to be shared by
the nation as a whole.
THE BILL FALLS short of the
complete independence wanted by

me Scottish NationalistParty (SNPi.
The SNP views North Sea oil as the
thing that could make an independent Scotland financially
viable.
It was the growing strength of the
SNP that prodded the Labor
government of Prime Minister
James Callaghan to give top priority
to devolution in this parliamentary
session despite a host of economic
problems also calling for legislative
action.
The Scottish Nationalists jumped
from one seat in the 635-member
House of Commons in 1967 to 11 in the
last elections, in October 1974. Their
share of the popular vote in Scotland
went from less than one per cent in
the 1950s to more than 30 per cent in
the last election.

College degree no job guarantee
Editor's note: A college degree is
not an automatic ticket to a
satisfying career. In this, the second
of a series on the relationships between career choices and college
education, News Managing Editor
Kevin Met'ray reports on the popular
majors at the University and the
projected career opportunities to
which those majors might lead.
By Kevin McCray
Managing Editor
Many students who come to college
do so for a specific reason: to train
for a good career.
But a college degree is not an
automatic ticket to unlimited career
opportunities.
Roy Forbes, director of the
..ational Assessment of Educational
Progress, said recently: "I don't
think education should say that if you
go to college, you are guaranteed a
better-paying job ... we have to
nrepare people psychologically for
the fact that the types of jobs they
want aren't there at present."

Note-taking Is abandoned for nap-taking as finals week looms and the
strain of late-night study sessions appear to be affecting this sleepy student.

FORBES WAS referring to a
National Assessment
report indicating that 44 per cent of American
17-year-olds want professional
careers, about double the number of
such jobs available.
While a recent College Placement
Council report shows an 11 per cent
improvement in the number of job
offers to bachelor degree candidates,

the total number remains 15 per cent
behind the 1973-74 recruiting season ,
a top year in campus recruiting.
University students seem to be
orienting themselves to majors that
will provide them with the best
employment opportunities after
graduation.
The top 10 areas of specialization
by number of BGSU majors gives
some indication as to the career
direction of students.
AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
Quantitative Analysis and Control
Elementary Education
General Business
Special Education
Journalism
Nursing
Home Economics
Music Education
Biological Sciences
Art(BFA)

HOWEVER, SOME specializations
break down into specific study areas.
Accounting, the most popular
major at the University in number of
students, represents 948 of the
quantitative analysis and control
(QAC) majors. Other QAC concentrations include informations
systems, statistics and operations
research.
The special education areas include majors in learning and
behavior disorders, educable
mentally retarded, trainable men-

tally retarded and deaf and hard of
hearing.
Within journalism there are five
sequences: public relations (PR),
radio-TV, news writing and editing,
magazine and photojournalism.
THE U.S. Department of Labor's
Bureau of Labor Statistics reported
in its 1976-77 Occupational Outlook
Handbook in Brief that total employement opportunities are expected to increase by about 20 per
COLLEGE
BA
Ed
BA
Ed
BA
H&CS
A&S
Ed
A&S
A&S

NUMBER OF MAJORS
1,049
821
795
768
569
361
356
3!0
308
298

cent between 1974 and 1985. This
would be an increase from 85.9 to
103.4 million jobs.
The bureau is projecting that the
rapid growth in white collar occupations will continue, along with
service jobs. Blue collar positions
will show a slower-than-average
growth and farm work will continue
to decline.
What this suggests is that the
number of positions that normally
would require advanced education
will continue to grow. But, the

normal avenue to these jobs, the
four-year college, will decrease in
importance. The study's projected
supply of college graduates is expected to exceed demand through the
1980s. The bureau hasestimatedthat
by 1980 there will be an oversupply of
180,000 college graduates annually.
As a result the trend w>U l>e to hire
persons with the higliesi educational
qualifications available, even when
that level of education may not be
necessary for that occi'patior.. Some
college graduates can expect to meet
with job dissatisfaction and >' ler
employment in situations such as
this.
A RECENT study of 1965 college
graduates by the College Placement
Council Foundation found that most
are satisfied with their careers in
terms of progress, status and
prestige. Two-thirds want to remain
with their present employer, but are
less than satisfied with prospects for
advancement.
to page 3

Weather
Mostly cloudy today with light
snow or snow flurries likely, high
20 to 25. Cloudy and colder
tonight and tomorrow with snow
flurries likely, low 5 to 10. High
tomorrow in the teens.
Probabllty of snow 60 per cent
today and tonight

opinion
Hi

:•••

'judgment is founded on truth...'

heed evaluations
It is the lime of the quarter again when most students will be asked
to evaluate their courses and the performance of instructors.
Unfortunately, though, some classes will still not be evaluated and
other ratings will not be taken seriously enough by departments.
The crux of the problem is that although the majority of classes are
given evaluation forms, they are completed and set in the corner,
never to be sufficiently analysed.
The solution to better evaluations and more response to them is
twofold.
First of all. students must answer the questions presented honestly
and completely. Fabricated responses only cause problems for
everyone involved. Fvery possible opportunity to obtain honest answers has
already been taken as no names are accepted on
evaluation forms and instructors are being requested to leave the
room during evaluations.
Conversely, departments (or colleges if necessary) should look
closely at the evaluations and use the detailed breakdowns provided
by University computers. If an instructor or course is uniformly rated
poorly in a class, it should not be shrugged off as a coincidence or a
class hungry lor blood.
Belter evaluations and an increase in the quality of education should
be the concern of everyone and everone should strive for il.

health center facts listed
By Sherri Lee Clint
llOProut
Guest Columnjst
I am writing this column regarding
the recent announcement that the
B.G. Student Health Center inpatient
department will be closed as of Jan.
1, 1977. How many students realize
the foll< iwing facts?
1. After clinic hours (after 5 p.m.),
any treatment will have to be
received at Wood County Hospital or
Toledo hospitals.
2. Cits ambulance service costs are
$18.75 minimum. The University has
not guaranteed transportation of
students to Wood County after clinic
hours.
3.Thc minimum fee for the Wood
County Emergency Room is $23 and
additional fees are charged for
medications, etc.

4. THE Health Center charges an
after-hours fee of $S and medications
are given at cost.
5. Insurance will not cover illnesses
(examples are mono, flu, strept or
sore throat, etc.); it will only cover
accidental injury.
6. Students with minor, but contagious, diseases will not be admitted
to Wood County, but will be sent back
to campus, where they may infect
others
7. Inpatient care at Wood County is
$81.50 minimum.
8. Inpatient care at the Health
Center is $45 minimum. Both (7) and
(8) arc usually covered by insurance.
9. Wood County employes are
prohihited, by law, to give medical
advice or information over the
telephone, a service often repuested
by students and accomodated by the
staff at the Health Center.
10. AS of this date, over 300 students
have l>een admitted to the inpatient
depart inent this quarter.

11. More than 10,000 students have
signed in for treatment at the Health
Center so far this quarter (approx.
1000per week).
12. Certain outpatient services may
also be eliminated (examples are the
pharmacy, physical therapy, etc.).
13. According to the Health Center
office, the inpatient department does
not work at a deficit; conversely, it
makes a profit.
The reasons stated by Dr. Moore
for this action is economic: " you
can't afford that much hospital., it's
an extravagance" (BG News, Nov.
23). It appears to me that the only
individuals who can afford not to
have the inpatient department open
are the doctors, who will have a neat,
8-5 Job, and not have their salaries
reduced (2 out of 4 of the doctors
receive $30,000-plus for 8 months
work i. Their responsibilities will end

at 5:00. but will students' illnesses
end at this hour?
IN RETURN for the loss of these
services, our fees will be reduced
only $3; surely, we will not find
comparable services at this price.
As a member of the Health Services Advisory Committee. I resent
the fact that neither 1, other committee members, nor John Ketzer
i Adminstrator of the Health Center)
was informed of the Board of
Trustees' meeting concerning this
important issue wntil after the
decision was made.
An appeal to my fellow students:
I<et's not reinforce the traditional,
time-honored image of BG students'
apathy. Address your letters of
concern and complaint to Dr. Moore,
Dr. Eakin, and the Board of
Trustees. Let's show we care and
reverse this "decision''!

evaluations are a privilege
By the University Relations
Advisory Board
Faculty and Administration
Subcommittee
Guest Columnists

'. "»• Ut/mr

IrjANKS, CHINA-WE NEEDED W.'

^Letters
review review
Beth Rooney's review of "Chemin
de Fer" (Friday, November 19) is
totally unfair to the cast and crews of
the show. After seeing the Thursday
night performance, I have to
disagree with all of her observations.
To begin with, the characters that
Miss Rooney described as' 'stiff' and
lackadaisical I found to be natural
and full of life. The actors were exceptionally good in their facial expressions and in the delivery of their
lines. Cues were picked up and lines
were delivered zealously.
I especially applaud the performances of the players that Miss
Rooney deflated. Bob Shank, Diane
J. Kondrat, Lori D'Angelo, and
Michael K. Lippert were superbly
professional in their interpretations
of their characters. All added a depth
and dimension to their roles that
cannot possibly be called "halfhearted" or "highschool-ish."
The Intense energy of the cast
pervaded the audience until
everyone in the auditorium was
totally wrapped up in the perormancc. This was evident in the
rousing ovation that the cast
received at the curtain call.
I am inclined to believe that Miss
Rooney and I viewed different plays.
I saw "Chemin de Fer." Miss
Rooney, where were you?
Barb Powell
211Treadway

excellence
Be assured excellence does not
wear orange pants and a baseball
cap along the sidelines of Doyt L
Perry field these days. Excellence
does not manifest itself in winning
seasons (just barely) alone, one point
victories (T.U.) or two point farcial
losses (Miami). Excellence is not:
quick pitch right, fullback blast,
tailback draw, and punt..time after
time after time. Excellence is not the
finest passer in B.G. history throwing
a mere fifteen times a game. And,
perhaps most significant, excellence
is not, repeat not, a measly eight
thousand attendance per game.
What all this amounts to, I submit,
is slightly above average
mediocracy. It is a "C-plus", a 13
accum., a kiss from your mother. It
ain't bad, it sure as bell ain't good!

Expecting a M.A.C. championship
and-or national recognition from the
current football program is like
expecting acceptance to grad school
with that 2.3 accum...it could happen,
but don't hold your breath.
I have delayed writing this for over
a month because I wanted to support
not detract from the team effort. I've
gone to the games (I sat in the rain at
Miami and almost cried over the
evident
stupidity
and
mismanagement), I've paid my
Falcon Club dues again, bought
season tickets, cheered the success
and booed the opponents. Now I feel I
must speak out!
The athletic dept. must make a
commitment to excellence today and
refuse to continue accepting the
absence of negatives (losing seasons,
last place finishes) in place of the
presence of positives (championships and national rankings).
Because Don Nehlen's teams have
been better than terrible does not
make them commendable!! Coach
Nehlen has been quoted as complaining "Even when you win it's not
enough." To that I say Amen! It is
not enough to win a few more than
you lose if you (read Coach Nehlen,
Dick Young and Holhs Moore) are
satisfied with that.
I believe the power structure is
satisfied with mediocracy while the
student body, townspeople, media,
and ll*' team itself are not. 1 do not
comdemn Mr. Nehlen, Mr. Young,
and Mr Moore as men, I condemn
and detest the apparent satisfaction
with the status quo! Twenty thousand
empty seats make a very loud
statement of silence in agreement.
U't's make that commitment to
excellence now! If it takes a personnel change, so be it. If it can be
accomplished with an attitude
change, ok. But let us begin today to
be all we can be and nothing less.
Iiet's not think orange, let's think
excellence!!
Howard Cummings
106 N. Cherry
Woodville

banquet
6won-51ost
that's how it will read. I was proud
to be invited to attend the private
football banquet along with my wife
Monday evening at the Holiday Inn in

Bowling Green for this year's football team.
6 won-5 lost
I wish that you Bill Estep, you Dr.
Moore, ;uid you fans, one and all,
could have attended. Words are
inadequate to express the emotions
that filled that room at the Holiday
Inn-the ebb of laughter to the flow of
tears, the love on one human being

for another,

Each senior, not knowing that his
coach was about to resign, stood
iunong his peers and let each of us
into his heart and soul. I wish I could
repeat each comment. They were all
priceless. Some were funny, many
melancholy, some sad. I cannot
repeat them all, so here are but a
few.
Dave Preston, voice low and
emotions just under control, thanked
everyone for four great years.
Dave Brown talked about the
football team being the family he'd
never had, a family he loved and
hated to leave.
Mike Booth said he liad more to
give to the team but wasn't permitted
to nive it. Even so, he said he had no
regrets and would do it all agaia
Garj WroblewsW kept it light until
he read a poem about "I." It was
ver> poignant.
Danny Stokes said that he wasn't
hurt :'realise he didn't get to play
much and that this staff was going to
win the MAC Championship. He took
to task the BG News and the nonsupporting fans and thanked Mr.
Nehlen because he is getting a good
education and he is going to be a
winner in life. We all believed him.
Bill) Eyssen. winner of the Carlos
Jackson Award, said he loved his
teammates and had no regrets.
Bill Whidden said that maybe he
would trade the love and emotion he
felt for his teammates for a MAC
Championship, but just maybe.
6 Won-5 Lost
The awards for really fine performances went to Dave Brown,
Dave Preston, Billy Eyssen, Steve
Kuehl, John Obrock, Greg Kampe.
Greg Davidson, and the MVP to
Mark Miller.
6 Won-5 Lost
Then Don asked all of us but his
team and coaches to please leave the
room so he could talk to his family.
All of us knew what was coming and
were dying inside. The coaches'
wives fought back tears because they
knew their husbands had given time.

It seems that at Bowling Green
students are reluctant to make a
concerted effort to evaluate faculty
because they see no results.
Evaluations are done half-heartedly
or light-heartedly, thereby defeating
their purpose and diminishing the
end result.
In an effort to alleviate this
problem, the University Relations
Advisory Board, (faculty and administration subcommittee) interviewed admiastrators from the

effort, and, really, of themselves for
this group of fine young people and
this university.
Merry Ann Nehlen, tears filing her
eyes, tried to be a lady about it all.
The press was given Don's comments
on his resignation. Duane Schooley,
with rancor in his voice, said, "When
Ls the damned Administration going
to learn?" and stomped away with a
tear in his eye.
6 Won-5 Lost
I was a Falcon even before it was
popular to be one, and I will be on
until I die.
SWtoOLM
As God knows my faults, sins, and
weaknesses, He knows that Don and
Merry Ann Nehlen are beautiful
people who really care.
6 Won-5 Lost
Bowling Green will win the football
championship, probably next year,
but I have got my champs this year.
This team, these coaches, Don and
Merry Ann-they are my champs. If
Bowling Green wins a hundred
championships in a row, this will still
be my team, my champions.
6 Won-5 Lost
Go, Falcons
Ted Wolfram
234 Erie
Toledo

mistake
The letter in the Nov. 18 News informing us of the Kawasawa
Institute's evaluation of the federal
government's swine flu innoculation
program b another example of one of
mankind's favorite sports-witchhunting. Whether it be Salem in the
1690's or Senator McCarthy in the
1950's, if something appeals different
from the norm, someone will always
attack it as destructive, threatening
and on the verge of defiling our wives
and mothers.
For the members of the K.I. to
"leak" such iiu\,.~natioii „bjut swine
flu shots without also releasing
supportive documentation is a gross
moral mistake. They should be
soundly and publically censured.
Allen Murphey
2031-2 N. Main

injustice
As a close associate of Mark Kerns,
I feel the article in the Nov. 16 issue

five undergraduate colleges to
determine policies regarding the use
of student evaluations. We found that
the only University-wide policy that
is in effect now was established in 1971
by Academic Council.
That policy states, in part, the
"positive evidence of teaching effectiveness may and will be varied in
nature, but one kind will be the
student's assessment of his learning
experience in the course. For this
reason, student evaluation will be
used as a way of strengthening
claims for recognition. Recommendations for promotions or merit
increases must be accompanied by
the results of student evaluation over
a period of three consecutive

of The BG News dealing with his
actions on the Health Center was a
gross misrepresentation.
Mark invests many long hours as a
Student Representative to the Board
of Trustees. The article left the
reader with the impression that
Mark is unconcerned about health
care.
Mark did give sufficient information regarding the BG Health
Center and he voiced his opinion on
the issue; however, the pertinent
facts escaped the news reporter.
Mark Kerns is a vital member of the
BG Student Government and the
November 16 News article greatly
distorted the position taken in
regards to the Health Center.
Roger Williams
Toledo

quarters" This means student
responses are required for any merit
increase
or
departmental
promotions.
An ad hoc committee of Faculty
Senate in spring, 1975 conducted a
survey to determine the use of
student ratings and to assess faculty
attitudes toward ratings. One
question showed the 60.5 per cent of
the responding faculty acknowledged
students to be the best judges of
classroom teaching effectiveness.
This, combined with other responses,
indicates that student evaluations.m
different ways, play a part in
determining teaching effectiveness.
Of the three basic evaluation
forms: hand-written paragraph
style, computer-scored or a combination of these, the combination
form seems to be the most popular at
the University. These evaluations,
which are usually anonymous, are
required by all University colleges as
determined by the Academic Council
statement however their uses in
terms of personal and staff review
vary from department to department.
Hence, younger faculty members
may tend to consider student
evaluations more carefully, but
tenured faculty still are subject to
promotion and merit increases as
evidenced by student evaluations.
Some departments do not require
formal evaluations but students have
the option of writing opinions about
an instructor even if he does not
distribute one. This is a right that
many are not a ware of and so it is not
exercised frequently.
Hopefully we have shown the
importance student evaluation of
classroom effectiveness actually
has. You should use this privilege
with the assurance that your
response does indeed make a difference.

The BIS Hews
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Day in Review
From Associated Press Reports
Decriminalization urged
Strong support has emerged from the
nation's biggest group of municipal
officials to decriminalize all drugs,
including heroin, as part of a vigorous
attack on the street terror that illicit
drug trafficking brings to America's
cities.
Decriminalization, the removal of
criminal penalties for posession and use
of narcotics, was endorsed this week by
the key committees on policy and
resolutions of the National league of
Cities. The proposal goes to the league's
3,000-member Congress of Cities in
Denver today.
"The increase in drug-related crime
and drug-related deaths are an insufferable burden on urban economies.''
said Mayor Richard Hatcher of Gary.
Ind., who sheperded the proposal
through the committees.
If the congress approves the
resolution, decriminalization would
become official league policy. league
staff members in Washington could
lobby for federal laws implementing the
policy

Economy stable
The government index designed to
predi( t the future course of the economy
probably will be flat for October,
showing no change after two months of
decline, a government analyst said
yesterday.
The final component tabulated for the
index that will be released
toda> pushed the index from a negative
result to a position where there probably
will be no change, said the analyst, who
did not want to be identified.
Prior to the tabulation of this component, which me; sures business starts,
preliminary calculations of the index
showed it could be down as much as
five-tenths of one per cent which would
have been the third monthly decline in a
row, ho said.
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Freshm en to organize
Newly ected House Democratic
freshme! teet tomorrow to organize
they have no advance plans
but they
to dump nmittee chairmen the way
freshmei 1 two years ago.
"I havi iot heard of anyone talking
about ov '.hrowing any chairman,"
said Cong i ssman-elect Jim Mattox of
rhose things are allposTexas,
abilities' this group is certainly not
large en. Ji to take much action by
itself."
Mattox was one of seven
congressr vel-vt who sent messages
to their 40 ;llov Democratic freshmen
setting u| he i leeting late tomorrow
afternoon jr i decision whether to
organize
Mattox id t >o other of the initial
leaders ei: has ed that they don't even
know whe or tl • freshmen will want to
organize, nndi less what they would
decide to do as a reshmanclass.

Carter talks energy
President-ele< i Jimmy Carter says
the govemmei' should get tougher
about requii ig gasoline-saving,
automobiles, b cause "the price of
energy is going i go up very rapidly."
Reporting tl it one of his first
"fireside chats as president will be an
appeal to Ai ericans to conserve
energy. Carter lid Monday that while

nuclear pouer | ints must be built as oil
becomes scan
and more dear, he
wants to pi. ce i ■atest reliance on coal,
solar eneri . ai conservation to meet
the nation'.'- one y problems,
"Although I on't like to frighten
people, I think he price of energy is
going to go up • ery rapidly," Carter
said.
Carter s;nd h feels the government
has not been firm enough about
requiring auto n iakers to build "more
efficient cars." Asked if that meant
smaller vehicles he replied, "In most
instances, ves."
Center evaluated
State oftieials elashed yesterday over
whether Ohio's $30 million transportation research center is a white
elephant or whether it has been victimized by an economic downturn and
holds promise for future success.
A state auditor's report took the view
that the seven-year-old facility hasn't
gotten off the ground while showing an
operating loss of more than $20 million
over the last five years. It said state
funds should be held until a study is
made.
Roger F. Dreyer. chairman of the
Ohio Transportation Research Board
which operates the sprawling vehicle
testing and research center near
Marysville. came to its defense. He said
it "came on line right at the same time
as a major economic downturn," and
predicted it will be operating profitably
by 1978.
Court upholds decision
The Supreme Court yesterday ruled
against an Ohio policeman who was
ordered by a jury' to pay more than
$800,000 to the families of two men he
shot and killed and to a third man who
was paralyzed by the officer's bullet.
In an unsigned opinion, the justices
said they had changed their minds and
decided not to hear Columbus police
officer Raymond Belcher's appeal of a
lower court decision.
Belcher had challenged the decision
by the U.S. Circuit Court in Cincinnati
which upheld the jury verdict in trial
court.
The case stemmed from a barroom
brawl in Jimmy's Cafe in Columbus in
1971.

Cinci mayor steps in
James Luken, whose reputation for
toughness dates from an intraunion
struggle with Teamsters boss Jimmy
Hoffa, takes over as mayor of Cincinnati
today with increasing problems
besetting his city.
The city is about to lay off at least 337
city workers, mostly police and
firemen.
Iiiken admits that the
problems plaguing many big cities have
now settled on his, a city which has
sometimes been called a national model
of efficiency.
' 'We can't be naive about these things.
When we see that they're happening in
places like New York and Cleveland,
you can't believe that they'll never
come here," said the 55-year-old Luken.
"They just got here two to three years
before I thought they would.''

Job demands surpass supply
from page 1
College graduates will
not have a competitive
advantage in all employment areas, according
to the labor bureau report.
Persons with vocational
training will be sought
after more than those with
baccalaureate degrees.
Because of the risk of job
dissatisfaction employers
will be reluctant to hire
college graduates to work
as laborers or operatives.
In addition, with the increase in the popularity of
two-year vocational
centers college graduates
are likely to meet increasing competition for
paraprofessional and
technical occupations.
In its Occupational
Outlook Handbook in Brief,
the Bureau of Labor
Statistics reports on the
employment trends and
prospects during the 197485 period. In addition, it
estimates average annual
openings in the field.

Carter boosts formers
PLAINS, Ga. (APIPresident-elect Jimmy
Carter,
saying
the
government has had a
"fumbling" export
promotion program,
yesterday called for an
aggressive drive to boost
farm exports to help the
economy at home and build
"a good base for permanent world peace."
In a speech delivered by
telephone to the New

'Andy' scholarship
applications due

VIP elicits toy donations
Not everyone is fortunate enough to have good
health or sufficient money
to live in comfort.
Christinas is one tin* to
help out those people who
are not as fortunate.
Volunteers in Progress
(VIP) and the Bowling
Green Police Department
are looking for toy or
money donations in order
to help make the holidays
more enjoyable for some
children. Any items in
good condition can be
taken to the "Toybox" in
the Students Activities
Office, 405 Student Services Bldg. or the
ABORTION
$150.00
TOIL FREE 9 urn 10 p m
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$DOLLAR DAY$
ROAST BEEF&FRIES
Enjoy Roy's famous Roast Beef Sandwich;

OPF1!^

tender, juicy roast round ot beef sliced
thin and stacked high on a sesame bun,

10*30 Mil

with Cowboy Fries.

REG. $1.34
Good Dec. I only

SKI B0YNE MTN.

Cold weather coming
The U.S. Weather Service has updated
its original long-range forecast for the
winter, and it still shows that much of
the nation is in for the coldest winter in years.
The Southeast, the Ohio Valley, the
Southern Great Plains as far west as
New Mexico and the Middle Atlantic as
far north as New York were all slated
for a colder than normal winter in
Monday's forecast.
Temperatures above normal were
expected for the Dakotas and Wyoming
to the Pacific Coast all the way south to
Mexico. Elsewhere the chance that
temperatures would vary from normal
were described as indeterminate.
The forecast contains the summary,
"If winter temperatures follow the
pattern described, they will have broken
away from the pattern of the last five
years-and return to a pattern that was
common in the 1960s."
Weather service analysts say the
colder winter is the product of changes
in the northern air currents. Those
currents are dipping further south into
the western half of the
nation,
carrying cold Arctic air with them.

FUTURE JOB op- projects 45,500 annual jobs
annually:
for annual openings, with the
portunity estimates are openingson the average for managers
and
ad- best opportunities in
based on growth projec- the 1974-85 period. College ministrators, 172,727 , for technical fields such as
tions, replacement needs graduates, especially those salesworkers 81,818 and scientific and industrial
from death and retirement with part-time work with for clerical workers, photography.
and the supply of workers.
an accounting firm while in 463,636.
Employment projections school and those trained in
The Newspaper Fund's
are developed from computer techniques will
NO SPECIFIC data was 1975 employment survey
statistical
data
on be in greatest demand.
provided for special reported that 60.4 per cent
population, employment
education, but the report of graduates from media
by industry and ocIf past trends continue, did say teacher supplies studies found jobs in the
cupation, consumer the number of teachers were least adequate in this field.
Of the 1975 media
spending,
technological qualified in elementary area and several others.
graduates, 16.8 per cent
innovations and other education will exceed the
went to daily newspapers,
factors affecting em- 94.000 average annual
Public relations em- public relations attracted
ployment growth.
projected job openings.
ployment is expected to 10.9 per cent, 6.4 per cent
Employment growth The estimated em- increase about as fast as went to weekly newspapers
refers only to the ployment of elementary average for all occupations and radio stations picked
estiinated number of new- teachers in 1974 was as organizations expand up 6 per cent of the
workers needed beyond the 1,276.000.
their PR efforts. With an graduates.
number
of persons
estimated
1974 emrequired to replace normal
Although the labor ployment of 100,000, there
AS PUBLIC and private
losses.
Employment department report did not are 6,500 average annual health insurance plans
growth, compared to provide a report on a openings projected for the expand there will be very
replacement needs, is general business category', 11-year period, 1974-85.
good opportunities for
expected to account for it did offer white-collar
licensed practical nurses,
With 2,200 average an- with 93,000 average annual
only about 30 per cent of all occupational outlook
nual openings, newspaper openings.
statistics.
job openings.
reporters with "exThe Bureau of I.abor
Registered nurses with
For professional and ceptional writing talent
Statistics reports good
opportunities for ac- technical workers there and ability to handle graduate education who
countants.
The study will be a growth of 327,272 specialized scientific and are interested in teaching
technical subjects" will or administration will have
have favorable op- opportunities for 71,000
portunities. There are an annual positions.
estimated 1,150 annual
As long term health care
openings for technical expands there will be an
demand for
Orleans convention of the Department reported writers of high ability and increasing
technical nursing aides, orderlies
Southern Seedmen's Monday that the United appropriate
and attendants to fill
Association, Carter noted States imported $4.1 billion background.
Photographers can look 123,000 average annual
Monday's federal report more than it exported
that the nation had a during the first 10 months forward to 3,400 projected openings.
foreign trade deficit for the of 1976. It said foreign
trade was $685.9 million in
fourth straight month.
deficit in October-the
He said greater coor- ninth month with a deficit
dination is needed among this year.
government, agriculture,
business and labor to boost
May was the only month
sales overseas.
with a foreign trade surAppliations for the "Andy" Anderson Scholarship must
The
Commerce plus.
be submitted by Jan. 3,1977.
The $292 scholarship, sponsored by the Toledo chapter
of the University Alumni Association and one of
Anderson's pupils, is awarded to University students who
have high academic achievement and financial need.
"Toybox" in the Union to be held 1-4 p.m.
tabby between 10 a.m. and Saturday in the Hydraulic
The chapter established the scholarship in memory of
5 p.m. today or next Room.
Dr. Harold Anderson, former University football coach,
Monday or Tuesday.
Santa Clans and the "Big athletic director and professor. Anderson Hall was
The Youth of Easter Bird" of "Seseame Street" named in his honor.
Applications for the award, which covers instructional
Seals (YES) also are will attend the party. A
sponsoring a special film, gifts and refresh- fees, can be picked up in the Alumni ('entefTTO admissions office or the financial aid office.
holiday program. Brenda ments also are planned.
Stuckey, executive
secretary of the Easter
Seal society of Wood
County, said YES has
planned a Christmas party
for handicapped children,

Cost (46.00

Jan. 7-9

lodging, lift, transportation, insurance

Have fun and party with SKI CLUB.
$25.00 deposit due
TONIGHT

7:30 p.m.

$1.00 _,

Roy Rogers mm
Restaurants

Wooster & Summit

220 Math-Science
We pay YOU to drive 1st come - 1st serve

m

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE NEW AFROTC
CADET STAFF:
GARY KRAJCI
CADET CORPS COMMANDER

DAVE ZUPt
DEPUTY COMMANDER
FOR OPERATIONS

TIDDIF
WE'RE ALWAYS
UP FRONT

353-1355

SANDBOX'
WEST

in the Mini Mall

Everyone Should Have
a Pair of TIDDIES!

FOR SUPPORT

Ivory Jewelry • Cincinnati Candles
* Jely Face - Pipes
* Original Gifts for Christmas

FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN

RICHARD ANDERSON

IOOK FOR OUR DISCOUNT COUPONS IN THIS WEEKS PAPER.

OPEN M0N THRU SAT -7 «.m.-6 p.m.
352-2611
131 Mf. booster

BEST OF LUCK!

MONTY'S BEAUTY SALON

GARY MYERS
DEPUTY COMMANDER

THE MOST FASHIONABLE IN HAIRSTYLIN6

INSPECTOR
iW:::::::::::::::¥ro^^
mi

• Tiddies - regular trademark of the softest sandal on
EARTH!

1
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Crooks rob bank of $6 million
MILAN, Italy (AP(-Burglars who stole an estimated IS
million to *6 million in gold, jewels and money from safedeposit boxes at a Milan bank had their own generator to
operate the blow torches used to open the armored room,
police said yesterday.
"The underworld is increasingly resorting to
technologically advanced equipment against which
traditional antitheft devices are useless," said Police
Chief Umberto Pagno&i.
The burglars, believed to number between six and 10,
broke into the Lxxnbardy Province Savings Bank over the
weekend and looted about 450 safe-deposit boxes. Bank
officials estimated the value at $5 to $6 million.
"THE LOOT could be higher. But we will never know
for sure. Contents of boxes are secret and many
customers will never disclose what they have lost," said
GiorgioBassotti, a bank officer.

Two similarly audacious raids were made on safedeposit vaults of branches of a French bank last summer
in Nice and Paris. What has been dubbed the "sewer
gang" made its way through the sewers of Nice in rafts in
mid-July and tunneled into the vault, then spent a
weekend rifling an estimated $8 million to $10 million
worth of cash and valuables.
A month later, a gang used the same technique to take
about $5 million from safe-deposit boxes at tin- Societe
Generale branch on the He St. I-XMiis in Paris.
It was a mystery how the thieves entered the Milan
bank, known in Italian as the Cassa di Risparmio delle
Provinvie Lombarde, and how they remained unnoticed
during what mast have been a long stay. The bank doors
were found undamaged when employes reopened the
bank Monday, leading police to speculate that the gang
had duplicated keys.
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

by Garry Trudeau
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ACROSS
1 Very Urge
6 Germanic
affirmative
10 Certain
enthusiasts
14 Believer: Suffix
16 Musical work

16 Run —17 Literary Light

72 Market

18 Trifle

19 Moslem judge
20 High spirits
22 Meaningful
name
24 Correcteand
amends
26 Alike: Prefix
27 Not stimuUUng
29 Tedious
repetition
34 Son of Jacob
36 Begin
37 Craze
38 Wading bird
40 Like some roads
42 Heat-resistant
mineral
43 Bristles: Bot.
46 Ran. for
Parliament

47 Querying sounds
48 Party of a kind
60 Alpine sound

62
63
56
69

hiv/Mo

■ a.ua*.

Var.
Theater sign
Ensnare
Tenor
"A poem lovely

Phrase
63 Suffix in "eye"
words
64 Praise highly:
CoUoq

YOU SEE, KIRBY, WHEN YOU PLAY
TUMLYOU, KIRBY, BELIEVE IT
OR NOT, I'M GIADV BE OUT OF
THE POLITICIANS ,6AM S0METHN6
THE POUTICSBn!OH.SURE, ITS INSIDE YOU IS LOST COHEYER
EXCITN6 ANP 6LAMORLVS, BUT CALL IT INNOCENCE, THAT SPECIAL
THAVS ONLY mRT OF THE STORY! SENSE OF CHILDLIKE UJONPfR!

66 Judges
67 MamorabU
singer
68 Miracle drug
69 Bit of gossip
70 Heavenly
being: Fr.
71 Achieves with
effort

DOWN
1 Color

2
3
4
6
6

Eurasian range
Kind of bird
Thrive lonl
Indians
Elbow

7 Part of a mih
tary address

8 Rope fiber
9 Neat
:
Phrase
10 Handy man
11 IndUn nursemaid
12 Protuberance
13 Revue segment
21 Machine shop
worker
23
two minds
(feels undecided I
26 In love
27 Tumult
28 Novelist Loos
30 Upon
31 Bay window
32 Night, in Spain

33
34
36
39

Historic tunes
Circular object
Tooth
Memorable
Bogart role

41 Certain toys
44 Tortosa's river
46 Square dance
maneuver
49 Arteries
51 Catch in a lock
54 Courtroom
activities
55 Port of
Yugoslavia
66
arms
57 Surround

58 Clock sound
60 Makeover

61 Moslem prince
62 Town SW of
Padua

65 Indian

Applications are now being accepted for BG News Production typists.

/

Deadline is 5 p.m. tomorrow.
Apply through Student Employment.

Classifieds
CAMPUS CALENDAR

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL"!HtifiVMil
Thousands ol Topics
Send l<H yow uploddlc. 160
IMqe. mail oroVi catalog Endow
SI OO 10 covet poMagf and
l>andlini|

t,

353/355

SANDBOX*
WEST

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC.
H.17>lf>AHn AVI .* 70S
I OS ANGELES. CAlll 90075
17131 11IIIM

the MimMall

10% off anything in the store

Wednesday. Decemberl, 1471
Active Christians Today Bible Study "How To Start A
Bible Study", ACT Campus House, «03 Clough St. 1 00
p.m.
Active Christians Today Bible Study The Master's Plan,
ACT Campus House, 403 C la ugh St.. 7 p.m.

OMEGA PHI ALPHA
congralulote the new oclives

15°

and up

No expiration date on
GIFT CERTIFICA TES.

434 E. Woostcr
352 - 8042

Cindy Hulchinson

Cay Union meeting room 30s Hayes Hall at 7 p.m.

1 M. rmmte needed wtr.
ft sprg. qtrs. Cherryhill
Apts. Ph. 353 63 19

FOR SALE

I M. rmmte. no lease.
Wtr. ft Sprg. qtrs. Lg. wfireplace. IIS ma. 3534175.

KOFLACH Ski Boots Will
lit
shoe
sire
81? -9'7
Great condition lor the
begin ner
skier
Call
between 7 pm-1 pm. 140.
7 1445.

Ski Club meeting open to public, Mandatory mneeting
for Utah people, room 330, Math Science Bldg.. 7:30
p.m. Movie will be shown.

SleHonie Belts

Brenda lay

Vicki Boeke

Kris Reed

Need
ride
to
Fla.
(especially Ft. Lauderdale
area) Sometime after 13I. W III help pay for gas ft
drive. 377 4130. Mike.

Deonne Bright

Laura Saffell

LOST » FOUND

Karen Bright

Vanessa Sims

Lynn Carter

Sharon Smith

14 ct. gold wedding ring.
Ask for Jim. Ph. 353 3374.
FOUND

Demise Epke

Greta Stakely

Molly Deegan

Carol Todrow

Patti Hart

Cheryl Watford

Chorine Hill

Gail Welch

Beoty Huss

Wanda Wilson

LOST. 1 pr. of tinted blue
glasses in black case. If
found please call 1-5741. I
need them desperately.
LOST: BEIGE CROCHET
HAT. HANNA HALL TUE
MORN. REWARD. 7-3431.

Would like to do
typing. 353 4143

FABULOUS FIFTIES CONCERT
TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA—8 p.m.

DEC. 4

Featuring

PLATTERS

FREDDIE CANNON

»Only You)

(Palisades Park)

THE DIAMONDS

THE COASTERS

(Little Delink

(Charlie Brown)

THE DRIFTERS

!SAM THE SHAM

(On Broadway)
IICKHS S4 50 in adv.
AVAILABLE AT:

((Little Red Riding Hood)
S5
5 day ot show
S5.50

Boogie Records
>rds
Head Shed
Toledo Spoils
ts Arena
Atena

Southwyck-Mr.

INFO

CALL

Formal

Monroe-Soundmill
BG Finders

Findlay-Findei s
FOR MORE

provided by the probation
officer.
Training
is
scheduled to begin in Jan.
Time
Commitment
1-7
hrs. per week, dayoreve.
forl yr. I 359-1111.

698 4545

some

IM PO RTA NT
STUDY
ABROAD
AN
NOUNCEMENT:
Limited
Openings remain on CFS
accredited
Spring
1*77
Academic Year Programs
commending
Spring
Trimester.
Early
acceptance is now open for
Fall 77, Winter, Spring 71
or Full Year 77.71 in
Moscow,
Salamanca,
Paris.
Kiion.
Glorence,
Perugis.
Copenhagen,
Amsterdam,
Vienna,
Geneva,
England,
for
qualified
applicants
in
languages.
all
subnets
Incl. int'l law. business.
All
students
in
good
standing
eligible-Freshmen.
Sophomores.
Juniors. Seniors, Grads.
Good faculty references,
self-motivation
sincere
interest in study abroad,
Int'l
cultural
exchange
count more with CFS than
grade
point.
For
applications-Information:
CENTER
FOR FOREIGN
STUDY-AY ADMISSIONS
DEFT N-llt S. State-Boa
ttt-Ann
Arbor,
Mich
41107 (3131443 5575.
Volunteer
Probation
Officers to work on a one
to one basis with adult
offenders
placed
git
probation
within
the
Lucas Co. Adult Probation
Dept. Volunteers will also
assist probation officers In
• variety of duties connected with their case
load.
Supervision

Wanted 1 or 7 F. to subl.
apt. 3 bdrm. 353-4454.
I M. rmmt. needed Wtr. ft
Sprg. O tr. Campus Man r,
Apts. Furn., pd. ufil. Sbo
mo.

"MEDICAL
SCHOOL in
Mexico
accepting
American
students.
Practice in the US, WHO
listed. HEW approved, 4
year
course.
Loans
available, for December
appointment in your 'area,
call 319 991-4100.

Wanted 1 F. rmmte. for
wtr. ft sprg. qutrs. For
information
call
1-874.

Need
PHOTOGRAPHS?
Undergrad and SENIOR
SPECIALS.
passports,
applications, w EISSBRO D
STUDIO. 133 W. Wooster.
351-3143.

Need F. rmmte. wtr.-sprg.
Next to Offhr. 151-9145.

SERVICES OFFERED

DON'T MISS IT!

I F. wanted to subi. w TR.
ft Sprg 373-6713.

Smole Happy birhday to
vou Happy birthday to
you Happy birthday dear
B.F. Happy birthday to
you! It's no Hall & Oate'st
O uaaq"' Love A W

F. to subl. apt. w-own
bdrm
ft bath. Winthrop
So. 373-1701

RIDES
Joanne Armstrong

I rmmf. needed immed.
Own bdrm. ft bath. After
S. 3 5 3 7404.

Thursday all Campus Tea,
at the Hydraulic RoomCorner Manvilie and Leh
mant I DO ' AdmissionReduced prices proceeds
to charity from Sigma Chi
Fraternity.

Bowling Green Statt University Student Veterans
Association, meeting Talt Room, Student Union at 7
p.m.

The sisters of

Dairy Queen Gift Certificates

expenses in a very nice
Hillcrest
trailer.
New
carpet,
velvet
furn.
washer* dryer Waterbed
I'l
Call 6 I p n
353
• 511.

EM PA Emotional
material Pregnancy
We care. 151-4334 M
l-l p.m. Tu.. W..
I .-SB-till p.m.

and
Aid.
ft F
Th.

WANTED
M.
rmmte
wanted
Stadium View Apts., own
room. Call Dick 171-0117.
Rmmte. needed. Wtr. ft
Spr. Own room. 3537344.
I M. rmmte. need Wtr. ft
Sprg. ClIISIS 1471.
Wanted Immed. F. rmmte. wtr, ft sprg. qtrs.
House
vi
blk.
from
Campus.
510 mo.
IllS0S1.
I M, far wtr. ft sprg. Only
lit mo. Call 151-4041.
Need I orl F. rmmf's, wtr.
ft sprg. Large house. Own
rm. Pti. 151-4140.
1 F. mml. wtr. ft spr. qtr.
Furn. I blk. from campus
151-1134.
Wanted 1 F. to subl. apt.
Wtr. ft Sprg. qtrs. tss-mo.
Call 153-7371.
I F. Rmmt. far wtr, qtr.
Piedmond Apts. 1530571.
1 F. nnmt. Wtr. 4 Sprg.
Brand new apt. tls-mo.
151-4191.
Nttdtd M or F to subl.
SIS. urn. Incl. Call 353
Sill.
I

rmmt. desires to share

7515 or 353 5435

I F, subl. immed. Own
rm. 510 mo. I blk. 173
114». Shirley.

1 M. rmmt. need grad. or
professional pert Wtr. ft
Sprg. Avail, immed. Ph.
153 3114.

Eunies ?*r A C arryoul
Happy
ime Thuirs
9 II
p m 109 S. Main St

1345 Liberty.
3 bdrm.,
lum. Washer ft dryer, new
carpet ft linoleum. 3539371 alters
Audition AM FM Stereo 1
track receiver. 570 or best
ofler. MUST SELL. Call
377 5747 to inquire.
70' Austin America, exc.
body
runs good, front
wheel
drive.
Great
in
snow. AM FM new bat. A
exhaust 5100 after 5:10.
Perrysburg 174 1074.
74'
Charger,
fantastic
cond.. Call 317 9447 after
5 p.m. or?41-7474 before
5 and ask for Larry.

FOR RENT
1 M. rmmte. tor wtr ft
sprg. Own bdrm.. close to
Campus. 153-3147.

Preferred
Properties
Apartments. 1 1 77 thru 115-77. Call 353-9171.

HELP WANTED
Individual
tutoring
for
GEO
grad.
student
preferred.
10-35
hrs.week. Schedule flexible.
Prefer days Call 1511141
or34i-3744 (Toledo).
PERSONALS
Interested in the Gospel
Choir?
Call
Theresa
Sanders.
1511111.
Musicians invited also.
ATTENTION SENIORS: II
you will be graduating
before June, call the KEY
office
(371-0014)
and
make
arrangements
to
have your 1977 yearbook
mailed to you.
L. E. POO, Next time let's
try 4 in bed. beats 1.
Nymph ft her fast learning
student.

Single student housing for
wtr. qtr. Avail, at Newman
Center. 435 Thurstin St.
5315 qtr Apply at Office
Mon.'Fri. 95.
Rmm te. needed immed.
Nice apt
580 mo. O wn
rm. Call 353-1173 after 1
p.m.
To subl. 1 bdrm. Fum.
5170 mo. Avail. Jar . Call
351-41 51
Fum 1 bdrm. apt. (ISS.
Util.
pd
except elec.
Avai . Dec. IS. 353 it'll
alter 5.
University Village Apt. 1
bdrm. apt. turn. Avail.*
Dec.
15.
Ph. 153-0144
Mon Wed.
9-11.
Tue.Thur. 1-4.

YOUR
FINALS
WEEK
RETREAT
IS
WINDFAII
WFAL411 AM.

Thurstin
Manor,
4SI
Thurstin
St.
is renting
apts. lor wtr. ft sprg. qtrs.
151-5415. Call between II
and 4 p.m.

Roses are red. violets are
blue BMK is HIP and we
pledges are too. Pledges
Fletch and Spark.

Village
Green
Apts.
I
bdrm. Unfum. partial util.
5150 mc. Call 353 614' or
1535141.

BMF. It hasn't all been
PEACHES ft Cream. But,
as that combination is too
good to give up, so are
wet Good luck on your
final papers' Love, OMM.

Preferred Props, houses ft
apts. torrent. 151-9171.
1 bdrm. apt. fum. for! M.
students. Slls-mo. incld.
all util. 151-1104.
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Stress tests judge fitness, fat
By Jane Musgrave
Staff Reporter

residents may voluntarily
request to take the test.

Cruel and unusual
punishment was supposedly outlawed by the
Constitution but each
quarter University
.students seem to be subjected to if in the form of
final examinations. With
finals week only five days
away, students are feeling
effects of the stress that
accompany these tests.
Examinations generally
do not have to be advertised as stressful. The
sleepless nights, sweating
palms and pounding
headaches offer convincing evidence to this
fact. Few professors find
the need to alert their
students to the nature of
these tests by saying, "All
nght class, on such and
such a date you will all be
reauired to take a stress

THE TEST determines
the physical fitness of an
individual.
Unlike the
stress associated with
academic examinations,
the test records positive
stress, according to
Bowers. It is called a
"stress test" because it
records the metabolic
changes that accompany
disturbances in an individual's resting state.
Upon arrival at the
laboratory located in 110
Men's Gym an individual's
blood pressure is taken.
The next part of the
examination determines
the individual's percentage
of body fat.
Although the laboratory
does have an underwater
weighing tank, which offers the most precise
measure of body fat, it is
not generally used in stress
testing. Bowers said.
"The underwater
weighing tank is inconvenient," Bowers
explained. "The person
has to put on a bathing suit
and get completely wet.
Most people don't want to
do this, so I use the skin

test"

This is not the case with
the tests Dr. Richard
Bowers gives. As director
of the human performance
laboratory, Bowers is in
charge of administering
submaximal stress tests.
Students as well as area

fold caliper method instead."
As the test's name
suggests, the thickness of a
fold of the individual's skin
is measured. For men the
measurement is taken
from the abdominal
region. For women it is
taken from the upper back.
This figure is then plugged
into an equation that
determines the person's
percentage of body fat.
COMPARING THIS
figure to the individual's
desirable weight, enables
Bowers to determine how
much weight an individual
should lose to be healthy.
"The more overweight a
person is, the greater the
risk of heart disease,"
Bowers said. "This is true
for young as well as old
people."
The third part of the test
indicates the individual's
cardiovascular fitness.
The heart rate is
monitored while the
subject walks on a
treadmill.
The treadmill is set at 3
mph. Every two minutes
the treadmill's grade is
increased two and a half
per cent. The length of
time an individual spends

on the treadmill before
reaching a predetermined
heart rate of ISO times a
minute reveals how fit the
individual is.
AFTER COMPILING
the test results. Bowers
counsels the individual. He
recommends exercises or
offers the individual the
opportunity to join his
adult fitness program
which meets from 6:45-7:30
a.m. every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday
morning.
If Bowers
discovers heart abnormalities he refers the
person to a physician.
"I don't diagnose the
problem. I'm not qualified
to do that." Bowers said.
"I merely send the electrocardiograph tapes to the
person's doctor."
Bowers said that he's
tested about 100 persons
this quarter. Although the
tests are free for
University students, nonstudents must pay $15 for
the test.
"Some people say they
come in to be tested simply
to find out how fat they
are," Bowers commented.
"The majority, however,
have some vague notion

that they want to get in
shape and want to find out
how to do it."
This desire to "get in
shape" is part of a national
trend that has been
growing for the past 15
years, according to
Bowers.
"THE
GROWING
awareness of the need for
exercise is evident in our
everyday lives. Fashion
magazines now advertise
jogging suits. "Ten or 15
years ago a person who
jogged around the block
would have been considered the neighborhood
freak. Todav this is a
common sight."
Bowers
credited
organizations such as the
American
Heart
Association as being instrumental in changing the
public's attitudes toward
exercise.
"There is now impressive circumstantial
evidence
that
by
decreasing the possibility
of heart disease, exercise
can lengthen a person's
life." Bowers said. "But
even if it doesn't lengthen
life it definitely improves
the quality of life. Just ask
anyone who exercises."

Groups stalk law to ban leghold traps
By Mark Sharp
A muskrat is caught by
the paw in a leghold trap
and may wait nearly 30
hours before a hunter
comes to claim him.
Is the animal being
subjected
to cruel.
inhumane treatment or is
he being eliminated to
reduce
the
species
population and to keep the
spread of disease in check?
"Action for Animals," a
group opposed to the use of
steel-jaw leghold traps,
met Monday night to
organize students in an
effort to abolish such traps.
Phillip L. Markley,
group leader, said he hopes
to get an amendment to the
Ohio constitution banning
the use of leghold traps on
the ballot next fall.
THE

PROPOSED

amendment would ban the
use of the leghold trap for
trapping wild birds, game
and fur-bearing animals in
Ohio.
Sandy Rowland, field
agent for the "Fund for
Animals"
national
organization,
said
"Passing laws to regulate
trapping are hard to get on
the
ballot
because
legislators can be bought
out by business interest.
"Two
years
ago,
hearings to abolish leghold
traps met with a vote of 14
to 1 against any legislation
even though incoming mail
was 300 to 1 in favor of the
proposal," Rowland said.
"Fund for Animals is a
large organization and
we've had 20,000 people
help circulate petitions for
us," Rowland said. "The
need for college students to
help out with petitions is

great, especially in
Cuyahoga County.''
According to Rowland,
northwestern Ohio is the
weakest area in the state
for support of abolishing
the leghold trap.
STEEL-JAW leghold
traps subject animals to
intense suffering, often
breaking bones and tearing
into flesh, according to the
Ohio Committee for
Humane
Trapping
(OCHT).
"Even most hunters
detest leghold traps but
won't sign our petitions
because of misconceptions
about the purpose of our
group," Rowland said.
"Opposing groups such as
furriers
and
trap
manufacturers try to
present us as being against
all hunting whatsoever,
which is not true."

Banned in Florida,
Hawaii
and
Massachusetts, the leghold
trap has also been
outlawed in 19 countries
including the United
Kingdom, West Germany,
Denmark and Norway.
The OCHT calls the traps
indiscriminate with
numerous non-target
animals such as birds,
dogs and cats getting
caught in them. Also, only
one out of every four
animals trapped was of
actual value for its fur,
according to OCHT.
Many trappers contend
they help control diseases
such as rabies, by
restricting
animal
populations.
However,
some naturalists disagree
with this argument, stating
that wild animals control
their own population
levels.

"AS SOON as we can
pass legislation banning
the use of leghold traps,
other states will follow
Ohio's lead action,"
Rowland said.

l1lis scene rou,d
'*' •' snot ,r"m ' 11"' six Million Dollar Man"
television series, but really is an example of the testing done in
efifffAnf? "It> University human performance laboratory, located in the
•(VH9III • Men'sGym. (1973 photo courtesy of University Newsservice.!
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Local Briefs
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Summer jobs
Information on summer jobs with the federal
government Is available in the Career Planning and
Placement Sen u aa office, 360 Student Services Bldg.
Applications must be received by Dec. 9 for the written
teats scheduled in mid-January and by Jan. 13,1977 for
the February tests.

NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN BROWN. HI 0. 8 L 111 K 1,1111 N

WITH ERRORITE!

OCSEA party
The Ohio Civil Service Employe's Association Is
sponsoring a Christmas party for members and their
families tomorrow in tlie Junior Fair Building at the
Wood County Fairgrounds.

BARGAIN PRICES
SATURDAY-SUNDAY BARGAIN MATINEES
ADUlTSONIrll.MI

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NICHT
All STUDENTS SI 75

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE
ITALIAN TO ENJOY PAGLIAI'S
Pagliai's Spaghetti Dinner
Wed. special only ()()*
includes: spaghetti
garlic bread

Al VOUR
CAMPUS STORE

ERRORITE

No DELIVERY on this Special.

WITH I D I

STAPIVM

Ci*ei*a 1*2
STARTS TONIGHT!
"CAR WASH" SHOWN TONIGHT
AT 7:30 AND 9:25 P.M.

THE ONIY MOVIE
THAT Will EMPTY
YOUR ASH T»AY.
CLEAN YOUR WIN.
DOWS. AND HOT
WAX YOU FROM
FRONT TO BACK
BUMPER I

■it

tuwsi

btsi St«s liiitlu l|Ht - IM|( tarlii ■ Pillow lull Eiii| Im Inn IIIMII I n |is
[mm tii| - lack Ian - [liuict hn III hulii Sisters - litiiii !iw
hiilntiJUSMiai h:inIIMUWWII MlH Si HUHl »l,
III!* rt UP SIIMIK U III nr* tmm r== „ _
INMBIIKM IIKM' l"v» '**■*'

•MM I, III

Onfli-ui ttuM 'ui» WiaUUm tmwrfH| M •» "

Hours: 11 am - 2 am Mon. Thru Sat.
11 am -12 mid. Sun.

HELD OVER ... STH FANTASTIC NEEKI
MARATHON MAN" SHOWN TONIGHT
AT 7:30 AND 9:50 P.M.

TRY PAGLIAI'S IASA6NA WITH SALAD AND GARLIC BREAD.
made fresh every day
-FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS. -

Pagliai's
3S2 - 7571

■ I

CA QQ
ff-UU

s

345 S. Main
352 - 7571

Pittsburgh's Dorsett wins Heisman by wide margin]
NEW YORK (AP)-Tony Dorsett,
the University of Pittsburgh's
brilliant running back who said he
should have won the Heisman Trophy
last year, finally won it yesterday
and gained recognition as the top
college football player in the country.
Dorsett, a 5-11, 192-pound senior
from Aliquippa, Pa., who has rushed
for more yards in a season and
career and scored more points than
any player in major college history,
became Ihe 28th running back to win

the Heisman in the 42-year history of
the award.
THE HEISMAN is presented annually by the Downtown Athletic
Club of New York to "the outstanding
college football player in the United
States."
Dorsett was a landslide winner
over runner-up Ricky Bell, Southern
California running back, and Rob
I.ytle, a running back from the
University of Michigan.

Dorsett received 701 first place portunity to win the Heisman
votes, 112 for second place and 30 for Trophy. It comes only once in a
third place for a total of 2,357 points. lifetime, except for Archie Griff ia
Bell received 73 firsts, 485 seconds
and 157 thirds for 1,346 points.
"MY MOM and the rest of my
Lytle's totals were 35-85-138 for 413 family just can't wait until the night
points.
of Dec. 9, the formal Heisman
banquet, to come up here and pick up
"I guess this makes up for not the Heisman Trophy and take it back
winning it last year," said Dorsett, to the city of Pittsburgh."
who finished in the 1975 voting behind
Ohio State's Archie Griffin,
Behind Dorsett on the list of the top
California's Chuck Muncie and Bell. 14 finishers announced by the
"Not too many people get an op- Downtown AC. were Terry Miller,

Oklahoma State running back;
Tommy Kramer, Rice quarterback;
Grifford Nielsen, Brighman Young
quarterback; Ray Goff, Georgia
quarterback; Mike Voight, North
Carolina running back; Joe Roth,
California quarterback; Jeff Dankworth, UCLA quarterback Vince
Ferragamo, Nebraska quarterback;
larry Seivers, Tennessee split end
Pete Johnson, Ohio State fullback;
and Rick Leach, Michigan quarterback.
IN BECOMING the first Pitt

player ever to win the Heisman,
Dorsett carried each of the five
voting sections of the country. Each
elector names his top three choices
with points tabulated on a 3-2-1 basis.
Dorsett closed out the regular
season by carrying 38 times for 224
yards in No. 1-ranked Pitt's 24-7
victory over Perm State last Friday
night.
Dorsett will lead Pittsburgh
against Georgia in the Sugar Bowl
on December 31.

Cagers host Eastern Illinois

New era of BG basketball starts tonight
By Greg Smith
Assistant Sports Editor
A new era of Bowling
Green basketball starts
tonight when the Falcon
cagers host Eastern
Illinois University IELUI
at Anderson Arena at 7:30.

There have been the
winning eras of Harold
Anderson and Paul I<andis and the eras of
Warren Scholler, Bob
Oonibear and Pat Haley.
Tonight the John Weinert
era starts.
The Falcons have en-

Dick Rees
Toledo-Indiana game
holds cage spotlight
Win-, all local basketball eyes hopefully will be focused
on the Falcons tonight as they open a new season under a
new head coach, our neighbors up 1-75 clearly hold the
northwestern Ohio cage .spotlight
Tlie University of Toledo's always-tough Rockets host
defending national champion Indiana, opening up their
home season in the new $7.25 million. 9,000-seat Centennial Hall.
It's fitting that; team of the Hoosiers' magnitude will
provide the opposition for the Rockets, who move into the
splendid facility after 45 years in the dark, murky depths
Of the antiquated and fabled Field House.
(XINSIDEKING TOLEDO'S recent performances
against national powers, the sellout crowd that is assured
and the motivation for the Rockets finally playing in an
arena the) deserve, it ought to be a mighty interesting
match-up 0
Indiana, despite losing four starters, returns 6-11,245pound senior center Kent Reason, a consensus allAmerican last year and proclaimed by many to be THE
bast pia) er in the nation this time around.
And when the official tosses up the ball at 8 tonight for
the n|>e!ii!ig tip-off. Toledo center Dave Speicher, whom I
worked with this summer, will begin his battle with
Benson.
' He's big, he's fast, he's mobile and he'll take a lot out
of me," Speicher told me two weeks ago at the MidAmerican ('onference (MAC) press preview.
"I'll be trying not to be intimidated by him. He's so
phj Meal and strong, so I'll have to hold my own."
Speicher, though, is equal to the task. At 6-8, 221
pounds, ihe Rocket captain is no pushover.
•I'VE TKIKI) MY best to get prepared for it." he said.
I like In play against guys like that."
How about pi.lying in Centennial Hall?
"I've tried to figure out what it will be like going out in
front of 10.1100 people and shaking his (Benson's] hand,"
Speichei said, Tt <the new arena) will make me play
better, knowing thai I'm in a class place.
But we'll ix- taking it just like another game," he
added. It's not a one-game season. I'm not going to get
ps) died out and lose my senses and get into foul trouble
or foul out."
Speicher isn't conceding a thing through all the
questions and some wisecracks lex-BG coach Pat Haley
told Dave last summer he couldn't attend, but would
Instead send flowers) about how he's planning to handle
Benson.
"We can do it," Speicher said. "You never go into a
game thinking you're gonna lose."
Even it the Buckets do, it will be some kind of game.

lettermen from last year's
23-8 squad, which finished
third in the NCAA Division
II national finals.
Jim Mason is the big gun
for the Panthers. The 6-10
junior center is averaging
team-high totals of 17
points and 13 rebounds.
Brad Famham and Rich
Rhoades ill.Oi will get the
call at the forward
position, while Derrick
Scott 114.51 and Charlie
Thomas are the probables
at guard.

joyed fine success in their
season openers, recording
at 15-6 mark since joining
the Mid-American Conference iMACi in the 195354 season.

THE BG CAGERS have
won
both
previous
meetings between the two
schools, including a 89-71
victory in 1973 and a 68-63
win last year.
But EIU is no stranger to
Weinert. The Panthers
eliminated a Weinert-led
St. Joe's of Indiana in the
NCAA Division II regionaLs
THE FALCONS will
65-58, last year. St. Joe's counter with senior tridefeated F.IU. 72*0, when captains Tommy Harris
the Panthers were fifth- and Dan Hipsher at the
ranked nationally in 1974.
wings in Weinert'! 1-4
"They (EIU) have an offense. Junior tri-captain
excellent team," Weinert Ron Hammye will open at
said. "The Panthers play one of the inside positions
sound defense, apply good with Dave Sutton. Freshpressure and they're well- man Kosie Barnes will
coached."
replace the injured Jim
Panther coach Don Eddy Feckley at the point.
enters his ninth season at
Sutton has been bothered
EIU with a 128-91 record.
by back spasms recently
But Un* Panthers lost seven and if lie- Is unable to play

either two-year letterman
Norvain Morgan or 6-11
freshman Mike Huebner
will start.
"We're going to stress
discipline and teamoriented play," Weinert
said. "We've improved
our defense but the first
couple of games we're
going to be looking for the
right combinations.
"I THINK they might
have a little bit of an advantage playing three
games already and having
a nine-year coach at the
same place. We have a
new offensive system and a
new coach but I'm excited
about starting the season.
I'm always excited about
basketball."
Will the Falcons continue
to enjoy their season
opening success?
Will
Weinert wear his victory
coat in his grand appearance?
Come to Anderson Arena
and find out.

mmJ m

■ The 3*0 Hews
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No way,
buddy

Bowling Green junior guard Greg Kampc (right) isn't about to
give any ground to an Eastern Michigan opponent last season.
Kansas, who doubles as a eornerback and punter for the Falcon
gridders. may get some action tonight when the BG cagers
open their 1976-77 season.

Notre Dame skaters overpower Falcons, 6-1
ByBillEstcp
Sports Editor
NOTRE DAME, Ind.-Not only did the Falcon hockey
squad leave fans and a few players in Bowling Green last
night, they also forgot to pack their power play. Among
other tilings.
Notiv Dame, who had beaten nationally-ranked
Michigan, Michigan Tech and Wisconsin the last three
weekends, utilized two second-period power play goals
and a shorthanded score to whip the local leers 6-1 here at
the Athletic Convocation ('enter.
The loss left the Falcons, who missed on all 5 power
play opportunities, with a 7-1 record. Notre Dame,

Ticket information
A student II) ticket exchange is now in progress at the
Memorial Hall ticket office for this week's home hockey
and basketball games.
Tickets also are on sale at $3 for reserved seats. $2 for
adults and $1 for students. Student $1 tickets arc advance
sale only and all tickets sold at the gate are $2.

Basketball Tonite!

meanwhile, ninth ranked in the WMPI. i coaches I poll,
improved its season record to W.
"We spent too much time on it in practice," BG coach
Ron Mason said of his team's power play performance.
"It became too deliberate, instead of us playing
naturally."
But that wasn't the only Falcon problem.
"WE HAD a lot of good chances to score," Mason said.
"In the first period, one shot hits off the crossbar and
another off the post."
The high-flyuig Falcons, who entered the non-league
tilt third ranked in the KBII. I media I poll and fourth in
the coaches poll, and junior center Mike Hartman struck
first at the 4:48 mark of the first period after beating Irish
goalie John Peterson in the crease.
Hart i mn's 13th goal of the season stretched his scoring
streak to nine games and broke the BG consecutive
scoring record formerly held by ex-Falcon teammate
BobDobek.
THE NEXT time down the ice, Notre Dame center and

co-captain Brian Walsh, who scored the winning goal in a
5-4 overtime victory last year at BG, sent Falcon netnundcr Al Sarachman reeling at 5:01 on a breakaway.
It didn't take long before the Irish got their power play
going in the second stanza.
With Falcon forward Steve Murphy serving out a minor
elbowing penalty. Notre Dame winger Greg Meredith
tipped in Paul Clarke's slap shot from a point past a
sprawling Sarachman.
1.ATER in the period, BG had another power play
opportunity. And what happened? Notre Dame scored.
After stealing the puck from Ken Morrow, who was
attempting to clear trie puck from the BG zone, Clarke's
wrist shot caught the top of the net at 13:29, not only
unassisted, but shorthanded.
Kevin Nugent returned at 17:19 to notch his fourth goal
of the season on the power play.
And if that wasn't enough, there was more. like
Clarke's second goal of the night at 19:37 on an angle shot.
Or Alen Karsnia, who added insult to injury, with a third
period goal from Walshat 16:35.

—McDonald's Sez—
"GOOD LUCK COACH WEINERT
AND THE "76 - '77 BASKETBALL FALCONS!"

FALCONS vs. E. ILLINOIS
7:30 p.m. - Anderson Arena
(Jayvees vs. Siena Hts. at 5:15 p.m.

SAVE YOUR TICKET STUB!
McDonald's will offer a FREE REGULAR SIZE DRINK
following each Falcon home victory! Present your ticket stub
at the McDonald's East Wooster or South Main Street locations.
Offer good on game night only. Limit one drink per person.
Support the basketball Falcons and celebrate each home win at
McDonald's!

MCDONALDS FREE THROW CONTEST!

Finding the right gift
at the right price isn't
easy.
Unless you choose AAA.
Save 20% on Every New
Membership!
Call or visit TODAY!

<®>

Wood County Auto Club
414 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
352-5276

Tickets Now On Safe At The

McDonald's will also sponsor a FREE THROW CONTEST at
half time of all home basketball games. Three fans will oe
randomly selected from the student section at each game, to
attempt one free throw If the shot is good, the shooter receives
a FREE MCDONALD'S DINNER AND T-SHIRT, and the
chance to shoot from midcourt for 100 BIG MACS at the
following game. Come out and join the run!

Memorial Hall Ticket Office
RESERVED

$3.00

ADULT GEN. ADM.

$2.00

• STUDENT GEN. ADM

$1.00

♦ Advonc* sal* only

All gtntol odmljsion

il.00 al *• go'e

BE THERE!

See You At Tonight's Game!
• (Special jjfci Appwrao By tonM McflwM) •

